
W E L C O M E

WE'LL GET STARTED SHORTLY

xoxo



“IF YOU CAN’T

LOVE YOURSELF,

HOW IN THE

HELL ARE YOU

GONNA LOVE

SOMEBODY

ELSE?” --

RUPAUL

CHARLES



raw rose quartz

blue kyanite

carnelian

LOVE. COMPASSION. JOY. 
Can we get sappy for a sec? Love is in the air when Rose Quartz is present. Not
just the first Tinder date/one night stand/fur rug by the fireplace kind of love
(though, it helps with that, too). We mean true love -- the kind that makes you
feel seen and heard. Whether you're embarking on a journey to find your soul
mate, or discovering ways to care for yourself, let this crystal remind you to
lead with love every. damn. day.

HEALING. TRUTH. COMMUNICATION. 
Being a crystal that opens our throat chakra, this beautiful stone comes in varying
shades of royal blue and encourages easy and clear communication with those around
us. Have a conversation coming up you need support with? Challenging conversations
looming can feel like carrying around a thundercloud. Set up a time to talk and place a
Blue Kyanite in your pocket to help strengthen your voice on an energetic level and cut
through your anxiety, allowing you to speak your truth. Blue Kyanite also encourages
self-expression, becoming one of the most useful crystals for those who perform on a
regular basis.

PASSION. CONFIDENCE. MOTIVATION. 
The perfect stone if you’re feeling like you need more passion and motivation in your life. Carnelian ignites
your inner spark allowing you to get shit done! As an added bonus -- its fiery red hue spurred the belief that
it can increase circulation to the brain and everywhere else. Like, EVERYWHERE ELSE. We’re just saying it
wouldn’t be a bad idea to keep it close to your bed. Bow chicka wow wow.



citrine

black tourmaline

malachite

POSITIVITY. LIGHT. HAPPINESS. 
Like squeezing a lime into your tequila soda, Citrine can really brighten things
up with its sun-powered energy. Use it to manifest beautiful and positive
things in your life: true friendship, good hair days, and, like, so much money. It
is the ultimate stone for housewarming and making new friends because
citrine attracts generosity and hospitality. There is inspiration all around and
this stone can help clarify exactly where to find it.

RELEASE. PROTECTION. GROUNDING. 
WARNING: The molecular composition of this crystal can actually conduct electricity!
Place this stone in a part of your home where you spend lots of time. It releases negative
ions and infrared radiation, both of which have known physical health benefits.
Metaphysically, Black Tourmaline acts like an oversized pair of designer sunglasses,
blocking out all the haters. *insert peace sign emoji*

ENERGY. EMOTIONAL STRENGTH. ACTION. 
If you are looking for a swift kick in the ass to get yourself into high gear, the beautiful
green Malachite is the stone for you. A supreme among highly vibrating crystals, malachite
is renowned for its ability to mend emotional trauma and ward off negative energy. Team
Smudge has felt personally the impact of using Malachite as a healer -- call on it when the
tough stuff in you life requires you to summon a higher power.
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I AM
SEEKING...

I AM
HEALING...

I AM RELEASING...

I AM GIVING...

I AM RECEIVING....



ACTIVATE YOUR GRID



L E T ' S  F L O W


